RC PLAYERS MEETING MINUTES

10/13/2009

Attendance: Doron (Welcome!), Foster, Minhdzuy, Dan, Becca, Catherine, Bria, Sean, Kathryn

EOS:

- 200 first night, 150 second night (stupid football game) – capacity was 110. I mean... WHAT?
- Show was AMAZING! Best EOS... ever?
- Electronic submissions for EOS are Sah-WEET!
- Minhdzuy had great point about how we need to use paper since the trees are already dead... it would very wasteful to not use them!
- Mike sent email to dancox@umich.edu + briagra – and Bria was oblivious and sent out all EOS tech emails to "reply all," weirding out some poor Dan Cox out there...
- Next year (semester, apparently, too) – need to have a producer that has experience... it works out much better. Kind of like sex. Also, two producers are wildly better. Will draw straws if necessary – God help the poor smuck who gets the short stick... that’s what she said?
- Not very smooth – location + not experienced producer. Boo!
- Timing was great! Hooray for short EOSs!
- Lack of stage was great because NOTHING could be complicated... Acoustics were horrible, though – probably will never do it there again, since it was so hard to hear in the back.
- Well, maybe we should just advise all other times to be very low tech in the future? Probably not going to really happen, but whatever.

Kamikaze:

- RC Drama is buying us food. WooT!
- In the theater, A03, Half-Ass, upstairs?

Email List:

- WTF! Honestly? Need to recreate it seriously, guys.

Virginia

- First Act is BLOCKED! Blocked that shit fo' sho(w)!
- Set lists made...
- Costumes shall be made soon!
- Salvo Army run soon!
- Reuse center on Packard near Briarwood.
- Minhdzuy’s schedule sucks next week. This is rather irrelevant, but we should all pity him.
- Can Catherine get into Theater to plan out blocking? Sneakage probably won't work out very well.
CLOSER

- Auditions went well! Hooray!

Gala

- A scene from Kamikaze shall be performed ... as long as people are available, I guess.
- RC Players to usher? I guess? $10 at starbucks reward... you might be able to buy half a latte there, I guess.
- Not about the students... 😊
- But now we might be able to have an Oscar night. Huzzah!

Next week?

- No meeting. For Rizzle.